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Gray speech. Presentation 

by Alice Fadda1 

After completing the Lawrence project, the Ravenna troupe set out to continue their research on hetero-direction and begin 
a new one in the context of a long-range project entitled Discorsi (“Speeches”): 

“Starting from the traditional primary forms of public speech divided into its various social contexts: political, 
educational, religious, trade union, legal and military speech, and starting also from the wound of a by now almost 
broken relationship between the individual and the community, six actors (Bergamasco, Cavalcoli, Gifuni, Gleijeses, 
Lagani, Mazza) with their banner colors (colorless gray, prescriptive yellow, sky blue, feminine pink, pontifical 
purple, and dangerous red) will give different stopgap answers to these thorny questions.”2 

 Staged for the first time in 2012, Discorso Grigio was the first Fanny & Alexander show that explicitly addressed an issue 
of, so to speak, “topical” interest. The text consisted of a long speech made up of several fragments of as many public 
speeches given by Italian politicians and others, and belonging to different political currents and historical periods. The intent 
of Fanny & Alexander was to splice together a genuine speech, an imagined one, though composed of real fragments, that was 
never given in reality, consistent because it had the structure of a speech that was complete in all its parts. The voices of 
Berlusconi, Renzi, Bossi, Bersani, Grillo, Bertinotti, Napolitano, Casini, Prodi, La Russa, but also Obama, Reagan, Churchill 
and Hitler, were assembled by the troupe and acted onstage by a President, interpreted by Marco Cavalcoli, who in 
shirtsleeves, with large headphones on his ears, seemed intent, at the beginning of his act, on rehearsing parts of what would 
be his speech to the Nation, as if he were hiding in the wings or shut up in his dressing room. 

 After warming up, the President puts on his jacket, freshens up and comes out into the open on an “imaginary” stage 
before an audience clamoring for him to appear. It is as if the show were divided into typical on-stage and backstage 
situations. This on-stage and backstage alternation is then broken as the two spaces/phases blur together: the President is 
seized by doubt, hesitates, it becomes hard to tell if he is talking to a crowd or to himself, and he seems reminiscent of those 
typical off the air comments of Italian politicians in TV broadcasts. The President is bombarded by rumors until he is 
transformed into a kind of crazed puppet that hypnotizes the nation with a speech made only gestures: codified, frantic, 
exaggerated, some new and others that return from West. The encroaching darkness halts this moment of frenzy. The lights 
come on again, and the President has two puppet hands, like Mickey Mouse’s, then he comes back on stage wearing an 
enormous mask resembling Silvio Berlusconi, but his ravaged face seems to come from beyond the grave, like a funerary 
mask. 

Marco Cavalcoli is thus a sounding board of the real voices of politicians whom we see every day on television, not only 
in person but also in the many imitations of them done by Italian satirists. However, the show is not satirical. Cavalcoli further 
develops the actual voices of the politicians, whose specific characteristics he has sought to mime during the rehearsals, but 
what the actor performs is “a sort of morphing of the voices, because the key idea is to interpret a masklike character that 
takes on, inadvertently and chameleon-like, the traits of Berlusconi and other politicians, but never to the point of parody but 
rather a kind of constant and monstrous anamorphosis that relates to a profound collective psychic fact.”3 

                                                 
1  A. Fadda, Fanny & Alexander: Il progetto O-Z e il dispositivo dell’eterodirezione, M.A. dissertation, supervisor V. Valentini, assistant supervisor        

P. Quarenghi, Sapienza Università di Roma, a.a. 2014-15. 
2 Fanny & Alexander, Progetto Discorsi, in http://www.fannyalexander.org/archivio/archivio.it/progettodiscorsi_home.htm 
3 C. Lagani in Fanny & Alexander. Una conversazione su Discorso Grigio, M. Dantini, DoppioZero, July 16, 2012, in 

http://www.fannyalexander.org/archivio/archivio.it/essays_discorsogrigio.htm 
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